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DIPLOMA 13 - UNIT OVERVIEW

The potential
The Gross Internal Area of the NHS estate in London is twice the area of the City of London. How can this 
vast area totally alter the way the city functions? Expanding on last year’s research, Sick City Rehab will use 
this massive building stock to turn London into a City of Care through the development of new NHS/Patient 
interfaces.

The Infrastructure and the Detail
Pursuing the extreme scales that a healthcare architecture implies – from the abstract social contract that 
secures the NHS, to the most personal experience of the sick body – we will operate at the 2 scales of urban 
infrastructural plan and intimate architectural detail. Specifically, students will reinvent the typology of 
the GP’s surgery to create a new urban health infrastructure throughout the London, and develop a highly 
crafted set of architectural details.

Material Content
Transparency in modern architecture was used to promote health and hygiene – literally, to increase natural 
daylight and ventilation; phenomenologically, to control the visual field; and metaphorically, to represent 
ideals of accessibility and progress as a new morality. We will interrogate the implicit contradictions in these 
definitions through model-making and historical and contemporary research, studying the hyper reflectivity 
of glass that results in opaqueness, the pictorial ambiguity of foreground and background and the invisible 
economic structures masked behind corporate glass towers.

Your Work
Our students will develop a family of types that reinterpret the first points of interface between the public 
and the NHS. Like a sequence of Maggies Centres you will investiages different formal geometries and detail 
techtonics in a sequence of different sites.  Whether it is a telephone booth for 24/7 private medical advice, 
or a window detail in a GP surgery that sets up a new relationship to the city. Diploma 13 seeks new visions 
for how London, through the NHS, can care for its citizens. To achieve this, we will draw inspiration from 
art precedents from Marcel Duchamp to Dan Graham, generating our own spatial experiments that posit 
architecture as a rehab to our Sick City. 

Splash-free sinks, Paimio Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 
Alvar Aalto, 1932

Steven Holl, Bridge of Houses, 1979-82



Term 1 
12 weeks



Term 1 BRIEF 1

Weeks 1-2:  1:1- THE SCREEN
Since Modernism, there have been many investigations into the meaning of transparency in architecture - 
literal, phenomenal, metaphorical. We will start the year by researching its various meanings in a series of 
precedents and texts, and then applying these to the design and creation of a 1:1 partition. Each student will 
extract a definition from a canonic architect’s architectural language of transparency manifest in a particular 
project at the scales of masterplan, architecture and detail. They will then apply these rules to design and 
creation of an object for connecting and dividing space. This “screen” will negotiate two sides, exploring ideas 
of public-private gradients through transparency. 

Make:
- a 1:1 partition, defining a space, dealing with transparency
-A1 3d drawing of partition/screen
Debate:
- Introduction lecture- extended brief, 3d drawing techniques, sketchbook use, sign up to GP surgery
Visit:
- The Wellcome Collection
Read:
- Rowe + Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal”
- Anthony Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely (The MIT Press, 1996), III 
Spaces, “Transparency”, p217 
- Detlef Mertins, Architecture Words 7: Modernity Unbound, Architectural Association, 2011
Collect:
- 10 favourite architectural precedents that deal with transparency (3d analysis drawing, 1 photo, rule set, 
analyse: metaphorical, literal, phenomenal transparency). 
- 5 photos of the partition/screen 

Eileen Gray, Brick screen, 1922-25Mies van der Rohe, Glass Skyscraper Project, 1920-25



Term 1 BRIEF 2

Week 3-4: THE VOLUME:
This brief continues investigations into transparency and translucency, while beginning to reveal the potential 
in a health program. We will uncover the complexity, layers, structures and building types of the NHS in 
London at four scales: the trust, the hospital, the GP Surgery, and home diagnosis kit/applications etc. Taking 
a concept of metaphorical, literal or phenomenological tranparency from a health precedent, students will 
develop an object for sitting on. This object must accommodate the body at a 1:1 scale and therefore perform 
structurally, materially and conceptually. The object will be transparent and designed through iterative 3d 
drawings and maquettes, including a Hooke Park workshop. The design of an individual unit will consider 
how multiple modules might come together to form a group/enclosure/interlocking system.  

Make:
- an object for sitting on that deals with literal and phenomenal transparency
-A1 3d drawings of the seat
Debate:
- Alex Butterworth: The history of health typologies and the NHS
Visit:
- Your own GP surgery + meeting with NHS estates
- Finsbury Health Centre by Berthold Lubektin, 1938 (guided tour?) 
Read:
- Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, 1975, Chapter 3, Part 3, Panopticism.
- Beatriz Colomina, “Illness as Metaphor in Modern Architecture,” in Caring Culture, Ed. Markus Meissen 
(Sternberg Press, 2011)
Collect:
- Timeline of health typologies—10 plans + 1 key detail each 
-20 photographs of seats 

Sanaa armless chair

Alvar Aalto Lounge chair design

OMA, Maison Bourdeaux, 1998



Term 1 BRIEF 3

Week 5: OPEN WEEK (inclusive of weekends)

Days 1-5: A Caring Collective model: 
Students will collectively build a large-scale transparent model of Alvar Aalto’s Paimio Sanatorium, as if 
seen through an X-Ray. Each student will be responsible for building one part of the model, which will 
then be assembled together into one whole. This will involve working in acrylic, plexi, resin, glass and other 
materials, and will be an opportunity to interrogate the design, as well as develop model-making skills.

Read:
Richard Weston, Alvar Aalto (Phaidon Press; 1997), Chapter tbc.

Days 5-10:
Unit trip to Helsinki and Paimio, including one-day workshop on masterplan proposals. 

Paimio Sanatorium, Alvar Aalto, 1932



The Highline, Field Operations and Diller Scofidio + Renfro

Term 1 BRIEF 4

Week 6: London Infrastructure

Students will work at an urban scale to analyse and identify sites in London around existing infrastructural 
networks. This stage will involve mapping historical, demographic, transport, environment and other 
historical data, to design a new network of health through London, identifying a multitude of sites in which 
to act. Through the urban analysis, this will lead us to propose new models of healthcare and new modes of 
interacting with the NHS in London. 

Make:
- A1 3d map (layered collage) of the NHS + health networks around London to define possible sites
- one of these will become the project manifesto.
Debate:
- Michael Mossesian Wellbeing Architecture Lecture, Unit Brief GP surgery
Visit:
- Maggies London--or tour of historic london health map (with inter1 contact?) 
Read:
- Pier Vittorio Aureli, “The Difficult Whole” in Log 9 (Winter/Spring 2007)
- Peter Sloterdijk, “Foam City” in Log 9 (Winter/Spring 2007)
Collect:
- NHS research portfolio: (photos/ sketches of GP surgery + ways of interfacing with NHS)



Term 1 BRIEF 5

Week 7-8  Masterplan Iterations

Developing on from the 3d infrastructure maps each student will develop a masterplan based on a hybrid-
ization of context analysis and internal systems developed from brief one and two. The masterplan must be 
composed of a multiplicity of sites in relation to each other, the site context, and the NHS. What is consistent 
between each site, and what variations and manipulations are unique to each site? 

Make:
- a series of 3d masterplan collages (urban scale and architectural scale)

Debate:
- Urban visions / LJ Maggies Lecture

Read:
- Rafael Moneo, “On Typology” in Oppositions 13
- Reinhold Martin, Utopia’s Ghost: Architecture and Post-Modernism, Again (University of Minnesota Press 
2010): Introduction, Chapters 1 and 7
 
Collect:
- 10 favourite masterplans diagramed as pecedent studies

***Geometery Workshop 1: Tatiana Von Preussen***
(output: geoemtric iterations of foam models of formal variations 1:100)

OMA, Masterplan Apraksin Dvor, St. Petersburg, Russia 2007 competition



Term 1 BRIEF 6

Weeks 9-12:A Family of Types

While continuing to develop the masterplan, students will pick 3 sites and refine their architectural language, 
design concept and strategy through a series of iterations. This design will be propositional, visionary, and 
provocative and its ideas will be manifest in experimental representational techniques.

Make:
- A1 3d plan + section/elevation drawings of 3 sites 
-coposite drawings

Debate:
- JR/LJ Plans + Sections Lecture

Read:
- Bridges, Stephen Holl Pamphlet Architecture
- Robin Evans, “Figures, Doors, Passages” in Translations form Drawing to Building and Other Essays (The 
MIT Press, 1997) AA Documents 2, p55

Visit: 
- Tour of UCLH hospital or Bath Neonatal unit by each architect

Visit + Collect:
- Detailed site information as a portfolio

***Workshop: InterDiploma Workshop: Representations***

Composite Drawing, Bridge of Houses, Steven Holl, 1982



Term 2
11 weeks



January 6-9th  (end of winter break)

***Workshop  Glass blowing at Hooke Park***

Term 2

El Ultimo Grito, Imaginary Architectures 2010



Term 2 BRIEF 7
Weeks 1-4: UNCANNY DETAILS

Each student will design and construct a family of details at a 1:1 scale. 
These will question the idea of an architecture of care, in keeping with each student’s larger argument and 
refine a material palette for the whole proposal. 

Make:
-1:1 sequence of details
- 3x A1 3d drawings of details in context

Read + Debate:
-Strange Details by Michael Cadwell
-The Tell Tail Detail Via 6

Visit: 
Paris weekend, Cartier Foundation, Pompidou Centre

Collect:
- Selection of detail precedents 

***Workshop: Tatiana Von Preussen  Geometry workshop 2 in week 2***
How materials come together with form and function.

***Workshop: InterDiploma Workshop--presentation skills Week 4***

I’m Lost in Paris by R&Sie(n), 2007
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Maggies Centres: Scotland Tour
Visit Edinburgh, Glasgow, Fife, Dundee over 4 days

***Workshop at Reich and Hall Architects***

Term 2

Week 5: OPEN WEEK (second half only to be at AA for Open Jury) 

Maggies Glasgow, OMA Maggies Charing Cross, RRSH

Maggies Fife, ZHA Maggies Oxford Wilkinson Eyre



Term 2 BRIEF 8

Weeks 6-11

In the second half of term 2 each student will focus on one site of their masterplan and develop the 
architecture scale, concluding with a 1:50 model. 

Make:
-1:50 model
- A1 3D drawings ie. plans, sections, axo

Read + Debate:
-Strange Details by Michael Cadwell
-The Tell Tail Detail Via 6

Visit: 
Paris weekend, Cartier Foundation, Pomp Centre, 

Collect:
- Selection of detail precedents 

***Workshop Tatiana Von Preussen Geometry workshop 3 in week 8***
representing geometry, drawing axo

***Workshop Jos Boys Day in the life Drawing*** 

Ishigami model



Term 3
9 weeks



Term 3 BRIEF 9

Weeks 1-4: 
- Create a final composite 3d drawing 
- Finalise portfolios and presentations

***Workshop on Portfolio Presentations*** 

Olafur Eliasson, Your House, 2006
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